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Nithalle Ki Diary

2007-09-01

no marketing blurb

Nithalle Ki Diary

2007-09

known for his bold satirical revelations harishankar parsai leaves no stone unturned to expose the murky moss of the society we

live in casteists or politicians bureaucrats or manipulators none escape the scathing commentary of parsai written almost forty

years ago the 21 stories couldn t be more topical and still inspire a hearty laugh a not to be missed volume for all who enjoy

plurality of language

Raag Darbari

1992

यह प स तक ह न द क अन यतम व य ग यक र हर श कर परस ई क व य ग य न ब ध क स कलन ह श यद ह ह न द स ह त य क क

स अन य हस त न स ह त य और सम ज म जड जम न क क श श करत मरण न म खत पर इतन सतत इतन कर र च ट क ह

Niṭhalle kī ḍāyarī

1968

in an interconnected world literature moves through transnational networks crosses borders and bridges diverse cultures in these

ways literature can bring people closer together today as hopes for globalization wane and exclusionary nationalism is on the

march can literature still offer new ways of relating with others comparative literature has long been under the spell of circulation

contact connectivity and mobility what if it instead sought out their antitheses states of disconnect examines the breakdown of

transnationalism through readings of literary texts that express aversion to pairing ideas of china and india focusing on practices

of comparison adhira mangalagiri considers how these texts articulate the undesirability or impossibility of relating with national

others tracing portrayals of violence silence and distance she proposes the concept of disconnect a crisis of transnationalism

perceptible in moments when a connection is severed interrupted or disavowed despite their apparent insularity texts of

disconnect offer possibilities for relating ethically across national borders while resisting both narrow nationalisms and globalized

habits of thought reading a variety of largely untranslated twentieth century chinese and hindi short stories novels and poems

mangalagiri develops three new strategies for comparison friction ellipses and contingency that together comprise a critical

vocabulary of disconnect foregrounding transnationalism s discontents states of disconnect offers a different path by which literary

texts can cultivate a critical sensibility for making sense of a world rife with division

Inspector Matadeen on the Moon

2003

set in aligarh in the early 1960s after the dust of partition has ostensibly settled topi shukla is a story of two friends one hindu and

the other muslim through the characters of people like topi and iffan the novel looks at the lives of ordinary people trying to

survive in a society that insists on a brutal conformity of behaviour it is about individuals whose spirits are paralysed because they

cannot conform and about history s inability to teach mankind any worthwhile lessons language plays an important part in this

narrative operating almost as a character in its own right topi as a hindi bull in the urdu china shop invokes the historical stand off

between the two languages the novel also explores the culture and psyche of uttar pradesh with its very muslim aligarh its very

hindu benares and their exotic confluence in lucknow book jacket
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हरिशंकर परसाई के राजनैतिक व्यंग्य

2014-04-20

in the idyllic university town young women daydreamed as they lay on the grass and gazed up at the clouds young men took

morning walks at alfred park hot summer afternoons were for drinking sherbet and eating watermelons and evenings were meant

for reading poetry it was also a time of stifling social mores and love was an unattainable ideal seldom realized allahabad of the

1940s is the serene backdrop to the turbulence of chander s love for his professor s daughter sudha driven by his passionate

belief in the transcending purity of their love chander persuades sudha to marry another man to devastating consequences

unhinged by his separation from sudha and consumed by a restless desire to make sense of love is it really about sex is the

purity of love a lie chander spirals into a destructive affair with the seductive pammi immensely popular since its publication more

half a century ago chander sudha continues to seduce readers with its potent mix of tender passion and heartbreaking tragedy

States of Disconnect

2023-01-24

chilling and disturbing meet the demons in master of horror james herbert s creed sometimes horror is in the mind and

sometimes it s real telling the difference isn t always easy it wasn t for freelance photographer joe creed he d just photographed

the unreal now he had to pay the price because he always thought that demons were just a joke but the joke was on him and it

wasn t very funny it was deadly

Topi Shukla

2005

this study explores how dalits in north india have used literature as a means of protest against caste oppression including fresh

ethnographic research and interviews it traces the trajectory of modern dalit writing in hindi and its pivotal role in the creation rise

and reinforcement of a distinctive dalit identity the book challenges the existing impression of hindi dalit literature as stemming

from the dalit political assertion of the 1980s and as being chiefly imitative of the marathi dalit literature model arguing that hindi

dalit literature has a much longer history in north india it examines two differing strands that have taken root in dalit expression

the early popular production of smaller literary pamphlets and journals at the beginning of the 20th century and more

contemporary modes such as autobiographies short stories and literary criticism the author highlights the ways in which such

various forms of literary works have supported the proliferation of an all encompassing identity for the so called untouchable

castes she also underscores how these have contributed to their evolving political consciousness and consolidation of newer

heterogeneous identities making a departure from their long perceived image the work will be important for those in dalit studies

subaltern history hindi literature postcolonial studies political science and sociology as well as the informed general reader

Chander and Sudha

2016-06-08

mannu bhandari s writing disproves the myth that acceptance of a literary work by a wider readership is necessarily at the cost of

its artistic qualities

Meri Priya Kahaniyan

1973

translated by the author tamasdrove the point home that ordinary people want to live in peace the guardian set in a small town

frontier province in 1947 just before partition tamas tells the story of a sweeper named nathu who is bribed and deceived by a
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local muslim politician to kill a pig ostensibly for a veterinarian the following morning the carcass is discovered on the steps of the

mosque and the town already tension ridden erupts enraged muslims massacre scores of hindus and sikhs who in turn kill every

muslim they can find finally the area s british administrators call out the army to prevent further violence the killings stop but

nothing can erase the awful memories from the minds of the survivors nor will the various communities ever trust one another

again the events described in tamas are based on true accounts of the riots of 1947 that sahni was a witness to in rawalpindi and

this new and sensitive translation by the author himself resurrects chilling memories of the consequences of communalism which

are of immense relevance even today

The Feuding Families of Village Gangauli

1994

premchand 1881 1936 hindi and urdu litterateur

The Red Tin Roof

1997

no marketing blurb

Creed

2011-05-11

the cheerful saga of our daily life has harsh undertones which we tend to overlook until they are exposed to us in some form or

the other here is a series of satire episodes which take a dig at our fake perceptions in his book indian tea in american cup harish

naval stirs up myriad shades of human emotions as an accomplished satirist he carefully scratches the superficial sheen to

unearth the underlying dark mosaic of human nature

Hindi Dalit Literature and the Politics of Representation

2014-08-07

the stories in this anthology depict a series of betrayals historical political personal and how women struggle to come to terms

with them a classic

From Volga to Ganga

2021-03

singular visions of the future that will thrill amuse startle and intrigue on an ordinary morning the citizens of karachi wake up to

discover the sea missing from their shores the last parsi left on earth must look for other worlds to escape to when debt collectors

come knocking a family visiting a partition themed park gets more entertainment than they bargained for gandhi appears in the

present day under rather unusual circumstances aliens with an agenda arrive at a railway station in uttar pradesh two young

scientists seek to communicate with forests even as the web of life threatens to collapse a young girl s personal tragedy finds a

surprising resolution as she readies herself for an expedition of a lifetime these and other tales of masterful imagination illuminate

this essential volume of new science fiction that brings together some of the most creative minds in contemporary literature a

must have collectible the gollancz book of south asian science fiction offers fresh perspectives on our hyper global often

alienating and always paranoid world in which humanity and love may yet triumph
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Bunty

2009-08

gaining general knowledge of madhya pradesh the central state of india is essential while appearing in mppsc or any other state

level exams the revised edition of know your state madhya pradesh has been a perfect book for aspirants to take a quick

reference at the general knowledge of this state while they are studying for any state level exam it provides the detailed study of

history geography economy polity art and culture center and state governments welfare schemes and current affairs of this state

in a systemic and well organized manner it covers as many as 34 chapters to deliver a comprehensive read to facilitate a

profound set of informationabout the state from all areas housed with more than 1200 multiple choice questions this is an

excellent reference book to gain ample amount of general knowledge of madhya pradesh and is highly useful for mppsc and

other state level exams

Tamas

2001

samskara oriya translation by subhas satapathy of the kannada novel bearing the same title by u r anantha murthy

Premchand

2002

the heroine kamal is exceptional for her time she lives and travels by herself has relationships with various men looks poverty and

suffering in the face and asserts the autonomy of the individual being in the process she tears apart the frame of the expatriate

bengali society of agra where she lives through kamal saratchandra questions indian tradition and the norms of nationhood and

womanhood back cover

Journal of the Oriental Institute, M.S. University of Barida, Baroda

2013

many great people in india s postindependence history have gone into oblivion only because they were not part of the nehruvian

consensus or refused to adopt models of communism or socialism these forgotten personalities were also proud of india s rich

history and dreamt of bringing back its lost glory they believed in the integrity of india and devoted their life to it so that india

could rise as leader in the comity of nations dr syama prasad mookerjee was an unheralded political personality of the 20th

century he was a great patriot who renounced his life for the betterment of society his achievements in his short life span were

remarkable pledge for an integrated india dr mookerjee in throes of jammu and kashmir is a tribute to india s unity and solidarity

and an answer to those who declared dr mookerjee communalist fascist and obscurantist he opposed nehru s decisions relating

to jammu and kashmir solely because they were contrary to india s interest he advocated that the indian nation should have only

one flag one constitution one prime minister and one president this book reveals the failures of jawaharlal nehru who was

responsible for the imbroglio in jammu and kashmir at the same time this book provides a meticulous and unbiased study of dr

mookerjee s arguments which have been conveniently sidelined over the years

The Legends of Pensam

2006
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ল খ কৰ ছ

Indian Tea in American Cup (English Translation of अमरीकी प्याले में

भारतीय चाय)

2023-05-17

selected essays from an international conference organized by the indian association for commonwealth literature and language

studies in collaboration with and at the indian institute of advanced study simla from 3 to 5 oct 1994

A Season of Betrayals

1999

annada shankar s rhymes evince all the features that have made this tradition the hallowed bengali line of rabindranath tagore

and sukumar ray so memorable the ingenuity of rhyme and sound patterns the startling yet utterly appropriate descriptions and

metaphors and the sparkling imagination extending to satire or fantasy or both his verses however also pass seamlessly into adult

themes and concerns more than any rhymester before him he opens up the children s rhyme to the gloomier messier crazier

more bizzare and ironic world that only grown ups could have brought into being this little book affords the briefest of glimpses

into the world of his playful genius these few pieces include some of his most typical and celebrated rhymes their popular appeal

has made them better known among children of all ages than all his serious writing the games with typography and page design

attempt to match the innovative fancy of the rhymes themselves

The Gollancz Book of South Asian Science Fiction

2019-02-25

screenplay of a television serial on mirza asadullah khan ghalib 1797 1869 urdu and persian poet translated from the urdu

original

Know Your State - Madhya Pradesh

2019-04-23

best selling book in english edition for upsc cds general knowledge with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus given

by the upsc compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla s upsc cds general

knowledge practice kit upsc cds general knowledge preparation kit comes with 10 full length mock tests with the best quality

content increase your chances of selection by 14x upsc cds general knowledge prep kit comes with well structured and 100

detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts

Vayam Rakshamah - (वयं रक्षाम

2021-01-21

best selling book in english edition for jammu kashmir police constable exam with objective type questions as per the latest

syllabus given by the jammu kashmir police compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in

edugorilla s jammu kashmir police constable exam practice kit jammu kashmir police constable exam preparation kit comes with

19 tests 10 mock tests 9 sectional tests with the best quality content increase your chances of selection by 14x jammu kashmir

police constable exam prep kit comes with well structured and 100 detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good

grades using thoroughly researched content by experts
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The Journal of Parliamentary Information

1996

In the Dark

2001

Samskara

2001-01-01

Journal of Indian Education

2006

Final Question

2010

PLEDGE FOR AN INTEGRATED INDIA

2015-01-01

Vishveshvaranand Indological Journal

1982

Kamala Markandaya : A Literary Exploration

2021-08-26

কাৰেঙৰ লিগিৰী (Karengar Ligiri)

1996

Interrogating Post-colonialism

1977

Journal of South Asian Literature

2016
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Mirza Ghalib
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Solved 1200+ Questions)

2022-08-03

Jammu & Kashmir Police Constable Recruitment Exam 2022 | 1300+ Solved

Questions (10 Mock Tests + 9 Sectional Tests)
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